
Multi-Point Hinged Patio Door System

Sentry™



Inspired Hardware
Since 1955, Truth Hardware has focused on the design and manufacture
of the finest operating hardware for windows and patio doors. With
engineering and manufacturing teams working side by side, Truth
Hardware is a true engineered solutions provider committed to making
the right products, for the right market, at the right time. Truth’s new
Sentry™ Multi-Point Hinged Patio Door System is a testament to
that mission.

As much as Truth is measured by the products we manufacture, we
also realize how important are the values that help define us. At Truth,
we are much more than simply your hardware supplier, we’re also:

Resourceful—to meet the needs of leading window and
door manufacturers
Responsive—quick to act on designing innovative new products
and solutions
Knowledgeable—dedicated and experienced, we understand the
market and the requirements our customers need to address
Collaborative—we listen and work with you to customize
unique solutions
Flexible—committed to working alongside you to meet your
business requirements

The result? A process that fosters innovative products, and unique
solutions to fit your customers needs. Take a look at our products and
services and you’ll soon see why the Truth name is specified by
homeowners, builders and architects alike. Truth Hardware – truly
better from every perspective.

Commitment to Security,
Sensitivity to Style

For more information,
visit www.truth.com
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Innovative and Secure
Designed specifically for the North American market, the
new Sentry™ Multi-Point Hinged Patio Door System from
Truth Hardware combines all the innovative features you
are looking for with the superior quality and performance
that you expect. You can now purchase your hinged
patio door hardware from the same reliable manufacturer
you have come to trust for your window and sliding patio
door lines.

Multi-Point Locking System Features:

� North American designed dead bolt configuration
with 90 degree thumbturn

� Active hardware is available in 3 point or 5 point
tongue, hook, or shoot bolt versions to meet your
desired performance requirements

� Passive hardware is available in either a handle
activated eurogroove version or a manual single
lever flush bolt

� 16 mm or 20 mm faceplates to fit standard
eurogrooves

� Truth’s unique “Duo-Glide” lock mechanism is superior
to standard single drive systems. The “Duo-Glide”
two-way action balances the lock system providing
smoother, quieter, and easier operation. “Duo-Glide”
allows the lock points to engage in tension rather
than compression thereby reducing stress on other
elements of the lock system for longer life.

� Center latch can be reversed with the hardware
installed in the door

� When dead bolt is activated, center latch cannot be
depressed thus producing an added measure of security

� Dead bolts and shoot bolts have 1" of throw

� Anti-back drive feature prevents tampering with dead
bolt and remote lock points

� Wear strip prevents marring of center strike plate
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Shoot bolts can be added to hook
or tongue versions to improve

DP performance

Dual-direction manual flush bolt
option for inactive panel

Hook Bolt option creates
secure lock-up

Tongue option fits standard 16 mm or
20 mm eurogrooves without additional

remote lock processing

Independent dead bolt feature
allows you to secure the door without
engaging the remote lock points

Reversible latch and self-positioning
anti-slam device provide a
non-handed system
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Robust and Reliable
The Sentry™ Adjustable Guide and Set Hinges provide vertical and horizontal
adjustment for a perfect fit. The Sentry™ Hinges are manufactured from extruded
brass or aluminum for superior strength and excellent corrosion resistance.

Adjustable Hinge Features:

� Industry standard 4" x 4" foot print with 5/8" corner radius allows for single
pass routing pattern

� Exceeds ANSI Grade 3 spec requirement by achieving 350,000 cycles on
panel weights up to 220 lbs

� Exceeds ASTM F476 Grade 30 impact specification

� Equipped with non-removable pin for maximum security

� Set and Guide Hinges are easily adjusted using same hex key

� Intuitive indicators allow for accurate vertical and horizontal adjustment

� Set and Guide hinges work in concert with one another by allowing
simultaneous vertical and horizontal adjustments

� Composite bushings provide noise-free operation

Set Hinge

Guide Hinge
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Multiple handle choices available

Stylish and Secure
The Sentry™ Hinged Patio Door System is filled with options. From traditional to contemporary, there
are distinctly different handle designs to help customize your look.

Handle Set Features:

� Thumbturn above the handle allows for easier access to key cylinder

� Available with painted finishes over zinc or decorative finishes over brass, including PVD

� Industry standard 92 mm spacing between handle and thumbturn

� Family look now available for sliding and hinged door solutions

� Longer spindle and mounting screw kits available to fit thicker doors

North American 90 degree
thumbturn located above
the handle
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Handles

Contemporary
45.03

Transitional
45.01

Modern
45.08

Traditional
45.02

Classic
45.07

Truth’s 45.07 series handle with it’s classic look
complements our 40.98 sliding door handle design to
produce a family look across product lines.
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Adjustable Hinge Finishes

Antique Brass PVD Brushed
Chrome

PVD Chrome PVD Brass PVD Bronze PVD Nickel

White Beige Faux Bronze Black

Handle Finishes

Antique Brass

Plated Finishes

Painted Finishes

PVD Brushed Chrome

PVD Chrome PVD Brass

PVD Bronze PVD Nickel

White Beige

Faux Bronze Black

Plated Finishes Painted Finishes

Finishes shown are representative of Truth Hardware’s finishes. They are not actual samples.
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Engineered Solutions
Inspiration is what happens when we combine engineering and design in the same
company – giving you all of the advantages that come from a true engineered solutions
provider. Truth Hardware has the resources to help you work on the profiles that you
manufacture, and our knowledgeable engineers bring your ideas to life in ways that delight
your customers and inspire loyalty. Experience the advantage that is Truth Hardware, and
discover the difference of products designed with manufacturers in mind.




